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It is urrently aepted that the massive and luminous star  Carin is omprised ofat least a binary system, with a 5.5 years orbital period (e.g. Damineli et al., 2000). Thisassertion was rstly based on the evidene of many optial spetrosopi events registeredsine 1948 (Gaviola, 1953) up to the present (see Damineli et al., 2008 and referenestherein). Observations performed in other wavelengths from X-rays to mm-wavelengthsonrmed that related events ourred with the same period and almost at the sameorbital phase. Partiularly, we reported the ourrene of a photometri event at the timeof an expeted spetrosopi event for 2003.5 (Fernandez-Lajus et al., 2003).At the beginning of 2009,  Car experiened a new \event", whih was deteted indierent spetral regions (Cororan, 2009; Fernandez-Lajus et al., 2010, hereafter Paper II;Abraham, Breaklini and Mieli, 2009). This event indiates the starting of \yle 12",enumerating the yles sine 1948 (Groh and Damineli, 2004). In Paper II, we presentedthe CCD optial ground-based photometry of the omplete event, showing an \elipse-like" feature similar to that we reorded in 2003.5. After the 2009.0 event, we ontinuedthe observations to register the light urves behaviour during the reovery phase afterthe \elipse-like" event and to ompare the evolution at the same orbital phases of theprevious yle reported by Fernandez-Lajus et al. (2009, hereafter Paper I).In this paper, we present the BV RI and H CCD photometry of the reovery phaseafter the 2009.0 event, up to the end of our  Car 2009 observing season. The CCD imageswere aquired using the \Virpi S. Niemela" telesope at La Plata Observatory, with thesame instrumental onguration already desribed in detail in Papers I and II. More than8500 images were obtained during 79 nights between Marh 31 and August 25, 2009. Asstated in Paper I, bias, dark and `twilight' at-eld frames were meant to be aquiredevery night. However, on several oasions bad weather onditions prevented us fromobtaining good quality at-elds images. Even though we attempted to proess imageswith Master alibrations frames, the resulting light urves presented a large number ofpoints out of sale as a onsequene of many bad quality at-elds. For this reason, wedeided to present only the data obtained from the unalibrated images, onsidering thatthe light urves were pratially the same as those obtained with the alibrated images.However, the alibration images were used to hek the overall behaviour of the telesopeand detetor.
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Figure 1. BV RI and H light urves of  Car observed between Marh 31 and August 25, 2009. Barsrepresent the standard deviations of the mean values. The data were smoothed using splines. Along thetop axis, orbital phases are indiated aording to Paper II. The previous yle light urves (dashedlines) were y-shifted to display them together for omparison.
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orre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